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Struggling uphill?
Rising earnings expectations could be hard to meet as pressures grow on economic growth and
consumers appear set increasingly to retrench as personal budgets tighten. Investors need
increasingly to look to business models that either rely on faster evolving markets, involve
unavoidable spending or where strongly affirmative action has been taken to change operations
in a more positive way.

● Hiscox (HSX) – Hiscox is a Lloyd’s insurance syndicate specialising in catastrophe,
SME commercial and specialist/complex personal lines. The operational and risk
profile has been overhauled with low-margin but more stable ‘retail’ insurance
(more general commercial insurance) expanded at the expense of the riskier,
volatile, open-ended but potentially higher-margin ‘wholesale’ insurance, which
embraces the likes of hurricane and flood cover. Hiscox has also recently
undertaken a wholesale review of its cover and premiums, which has helped push
up earnings quality. Upgrades feel unlikely as we enter the Atlantic hurricane
season, the period of greatest potential peril for insurers. Nonetheless, the share
may have derated too far, missing how much risk has been reduced.

● Midwich (MIDW) – this is a leading distributor of professional (as opposed to
retail) audio-visual (AV) products such as displays, unified communications,
speakers, input devices, connectivity and control systems. Particularly in display
devices, there is a good rate of market growth (around 7 per cent) as
product/technology life cycles shorten and more businesses embrace dynamic
rather than static customer interactions. Midwich is an acquisitive business in a still
highly fragmented global market allowing four-to-five high value-added bolt-ons to
be made each year. Recovering markets and higher manufacturer rebates should
combine with high operational gearing, making potentially material upgrades very
likely. The risk is that this is already bound up in a fairly chunky rating.

● AstraZeneca (AZN) – one of the world’s largest pharmaceutical businesses, AZN
has undertaken an impressive volte face in the past five years. From an organisation
facing damaging patent expiries, a low-growth drug profile and pressured financials,
AZN now offers investors longer, safer revenue visibility, well above average
earnings per share (EPS) growth, a rising and now affordable dividend, and a rapidly
improving balance sheet. The driver of this turnaround has been the $39bn
acquisition of Alexion in 2020 – by far the largest deal the group has made – by
bringing it exposure to the hig- margin ‘orphan’ drug space. Although EPS upgrades
appear unlikely for now, the shares still appear good value even after rising by
around 20 per cent so far this year.

Analyst: Robin Hardy
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Hiscox - where the wind blows

Source: FactSet

Insurance can appear a baffling industry, but at its heart it is quite straightforward.

Insurers collectivise risk against bad outcomes with customers paying for the insurer (the

premium) to assume a specific risk on their behalf. Insurers are free to manage their risk

profile by risk type, size of any potential payout, geographical bias of their customers and

also they will typically ‘lay off’ or reinsure a significant part of their potential settlements

to third parties. On balance, the industry typically collects more than enough in total

premiums to be able to settle all legitimate claims and this is their profit – simplistically.

Hiscox is a Lloyd’s insurance syndicate insurer operating in more specialist, complex and

high-value types of cover, which is in contrast to a general insurance business (such as

Admiral, Aviva or LV=) which might insure homes, cars, personal health or travel for

individuals, and smaller business risk. A Lloyd's syndicate is formed by one or more

members (or a corporate entity as in this case) joining together to provide capital and

accept insurance risks, with various other syndicates taking portions of larger risk, such

as an oil rig against fire,  pharmaceutical products against product failure, large-scale

environmental contamination, cargo containers against loss at seas, large-scale casualty

risk (ie a building collapse) or a fleet of commercial aircraft against total loss.

Hiscox focuses on more specialist risk with a profile of cover offered summarised in

charts below.
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Sources of Hiscox’s premiums in 2021 - $4,795mn

Source: Hiscox | * = Terrorism, product recall   ** = Kidnap/ransom, personal & key employee accident

More granular analysis of total premiums

Source: Hiscox  |  D&O = Directors and officers
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Retail and wholesale balance

Hiscox talks a lot about the balancing (and re-balancing) of wholesale and retail risk.

Wholesale insurance and risk relates to big-ticket items such as weather catastrophe, oil

rig fires, commercial aeroplanes, large ships and any other complex and/or very specific

risks. Typically, these are harder to model by both size of claim and likelihood/frequency.

In motor insurance, for example, there is a large pool of data indicating accidents per road

mile driven across a population, and well-established average claim size: no such data set

exists for large complex risk. Wholesale insurance is typically syndicated (shared) with

usually 10-15 other Lloyd’s insurers. While the rewards in wholesale are potentially high,

so are the potential losses, and often the extent of claims is open-ended, but not always.

Retail for Hiscox is not quite as the name might suggest in that it doesn’t refer to

household consumers but commercial clients. The sums insured are much larger than any

domestic claim (ie likely to be in the millions). Compared with wholesale, however, the

loss outcomes are more readily quantifiable, ie a fully stocked warehouse has a known

value for the building replacement and the stock loss. Across the whole economy, the

likelihood of losses occurring is more predictable. As the risk is lower, so is the total profit

potential, but usually the risk is taken wholly on Hiscox’s own balance sheet without

syndication.

Changing balance of whole and retail premiums

Source: Hiscox
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Hiscox has been progressively moving its profile more towards retail risk. While peak

profits are lowered, so are maximum losses and overall the business is now more stable

and predictable. In stock market terms, this should mean a higher quality of earnings and

a better rate of return.

Another benefit is that retail risk lines can help to absorb the larger wholesale losses

when they arise. Also there is a much lower capital requirement compared to insuring

against higher/less well-quantified risk.

One disadvantage is that retail insurance is more subject to the economic cycle (fewer

journeys made by shipping containers, for example, in leaner times so less to insure) and

there is greater competition, especially from the specialist end of general insurance. Also,

retail insurance is largely fed through via insurance brokers, meaning that the insurer has

less control over the flow of potential new lines.

Historically, retail insurance has been focused primarily on the small to medium-sized

enterprise (SME) market and larger corporate sectors, but there is now a rapidly growing

market for insurance for smaller (fewer than 50 staff), micro-entity (0-9 employees) and

even nano (usually single employee) businesses. Where once general insurance

companies were happy to write catch-all insurance for these companies, as needs become

more complex (such as cyber, ransom, product recalls or media casualty claims) specialist

insurance players such as Hiscox are stepping in. Here again the risk is lower and better

understood, but that means low premiums and more competition. But the pool is

immense. In the UK, 95 per cent of all businesses are micro or nano, totalling 5.6mn

companies.

Within retail is also the highly specialist personal insurance, covering the likes of art

collections, classic cars, kidnap/ransom and very high-risk general insurance: this is the

only non-corporate exposure. At this and the smaller commercial end, Hiscox is

developing more digital or online routes to market for its products, allowing customers to

buy their cover directly, often using tools akin to software-as-a-service (SaaS) platforms.

This not only lowers costs but harvests large amounts of customer data that can help

services evolve and improve. It can also be monitored in real time using monitoring of

vehicles and ships in transit or using the internet of things to monitor a vast range of

parameters at the customer location.  Think in terms of ‘black box’ car insurance that can

measure, adjust and price risk in real time.

Overall, retail is a key growth driver for Hiscox. Big-ticket items in wholesale generally

trend in line with gross domestic product (GDP) growth, but retail is faster (mid-to-high

single-digit percentage) as smaller businesses are enrolled, expansion outside the US is
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pursued and as retail digital offers fast growth as the available market mushrooms, with

growth still running at around 15-20 per cent.

Generally investors like to see lower (but not excessively low) risk from an insurer and

also a good balance between wholesale and retail, major and lesser risks. This helps to

drive better growth given the more favourable dynamics in retail, lower capital

requirements and allows more of the profit from policies to be retained rather than

shared through syndication

Cleaning up its act

Hiscox has spent the past couple of years working to improve the quality of its

underwriting portfolio, eliminating what it saw as low-quality work and seeking to ensure

that it was setting the right premiums for the business it wanted to keep. This is a process

known as re-underwriting. The net result of this has been successful, with Hiscox now

holding a diverse portfolio in insurance risk, greater involvement in faster areas such as

cyber-related losses and generally increased premiums that have been rising faster than

even today’s more testing rates of general inflation.

This is seen as having further increased the quality of earnings, pushing up the potential

for growth and lowering the requirements for regulated capital, and overall has meant

that there is, today, excess capital held on the balance sheet. On balance, insurers are

required to hold capital equal to 150 per cent of their perceived maximum exposure (but

this is on a sliding scale of predetermined riskiness) and this excess capital could be used

either to expand the group (see below on European plans) or to make a return of the

surplus, ideally through a share buyback (which we always prefer to a special dividend).

A push into Europe

By far the largest market for Hiscox is (and has long been) the US, but alongside most

other syndicates, there is a desire for higher exposure to European markets. Insurance on

the continent is dominated by the very large general insurance companies (such as Swiss

Re or Munich Re) with limited involvement for Lloyd’s names in directly writing insurance

or participation in reinsurance. Indeed, the European market does not have the

equivalent of Lloyd’s where risk can be very widely syndicated, which means that the type

of more specialised risk that can be taken out through Lloyd’s is less readily available

and/or more expensive in Europe to buy and more capital-intensive for insurers to write.

This should create an opportunity for Hiscox (and others) looking to expand here.

Broadly, the risks in Europe are likely to be similar to those in the US, save for

catastrophes. The US has the near-certainty of hurricanes where Europe does not, but

there is a rising catastrophe risk developing here in the form of floods, although these
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tend to be more localised and on a smaller scale. So the market in Europe should already

be well understood from the US experience.

The hurricane season

Every year the entire insurance industry, and Lloyd's syndicates in particular, sit with their

fingers crossed hoping that the near-100 per cent predictable hurricane season will, this

time, be relatively benign. Every year there will be heavy storms along the US Atlantic

coast, within the Gulf of Mexico and sometimes also on the Pacific coast. The gamble that

the insurance industry takes is that the storms, which run from June to October, will

either dissipate out at sea or make landfall in less populated or lower

commercial/residential areas. How this will play out each year is largely unknown,

although insurers do use annually published data from the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), a US government agency, which has a reasonably

good record on its predictions of both severity and location.

Usually the industry comes out of the season broadly ahead with total premiums covering

claims, but every decade or so there is a major disaster such as Hurricane Katrina in

2005, which hit the industry for $125bn. A perpetual concern is that a major storm will

hit the city of Miami, where dense, higher-value real estate could alone give rise to claims

of $120bn. In a bad claims year, Hiscox might expect to have to dig into its reserves to

make all settlements, and that could hit the group’s net asset value (NAV) by as much as

15-20 per cent. Generally, Hiscox is more risk-averse than the industry and markedly so

against other, more aggressive syndicates such as Lancashire (LRE). Against some risks

(Florida windstorm or San Francisco earthquake for example), there is very heavy use of

syndication – Hiscox shoulders respectively 3  and 13 per cent of total losses.

Insurers’ share prices tend to go on hold in the run-up to the hurricane season until it

becomes clearer how things will play out, but that is possibly a little less likely this year.

The war in Ukraine is a volatile issue and seasonal flooding (especially in Europe) has

become a much greater risk, so hurricanes are likely to be less of a driver in 2022, but are

still a major swing factor.

Upgrade potential

There is always scope for both upgrades and downgrades for insurance businesses due to

the uncertain nature of wholesale, large-ticket and especially catastrophe claims. In

general, smaller claims are lower due to lower economic activity (but premiums are still

collected), but event frequency and severity in larger complex claims is increasing.

Overall, this means that the underlying momentum for Hiscox’s earnings is generally

moving up, but so is the volatility. This presents something of a Catch 22 – lowering the

risk and volatility also cuts growth and, while at present investors are looking more for
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safety than growth, this will not always be the case. The first quarter (Q1) of 2022 was

not a great trading period with the Ukraine war, more European floods and winter storms

in the UK leading to the overall growth rate in new premiums falling to just 1 per cent.

On balance, it feels more likely that 2022 would see flat to lowered estimates rather than

upgrades as the war drags on. Recent history suggests that catastrophes will be worse

not better than expected, further uncrystallised losses on bond investments (collected

premiums are generally invested in short-dated bonds) could be provided for if yields

continue to rise. Countering that, the general trend is for ‘hardening’ insurance premiums

(ie rising) after many years of 'softening' as risk generally rises, and through Hiscox’s

reappraisal of its own risk pricing weeding out poorer-quality and mis-priced business.

Valuation
Hiscox has already derated substantially in the past three years, with the share price

having halved, leading to a negative 13 per cent total shareholder return (TSR) on a

five-year view, and negative 40 per cent on a three-year view. Part of the problem here

has been the balance of the business moving away from the violent swings of large risk

items that could pay handsome returns (and Hiscox was viewed as being good at writing

good business and setting profitable premiums) and for those potentially large returns,

the market was prepared to see the shares trade on a much higher rating.

Before 2019, the stock was trading at closer to three times its book or net asset value,

whereas today it trades on less than two times. However, that is largely a one-time

rerating of the stock to accommodate the more balanced, lower-risk and lower-margin

business now before us. With that lower rating now ‘baked in’, there ought to be scope for

the shares to rise via a better rate of growth driven by the expansion of retail lines, and

digital in particular. The peaks and troughs from catastrophe risk are blunted (but not

eliminated), with peak losses now more likely to be contained without having to see

Hiscox deeply raid its reserves and lower its book value. Even with an unchanged view of

longer-term prospects, having a lower book value automatically means a lower share

price.

There is a case to argue that Hiscox has de-rated too far and that the adoption of a less

volatile operating profile does not take enough account of the much faster growth in the

lower-risk areas. Hiscox is comfortably exceeding its cost of capital (estimated by analysts

to be around 8 per cent) with return on net tangible assets potentially heading towards

18 per cent (9 per cent last year and estimated at 11 per cent for 2022) by 2023. That

could justify a share price closer to twice book value, but there is always a fear that

Hurricane Whatever-the-name-will-be will spoil the party.
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Midwich - say it loud

Source: FactSet

Midwich is an international distributor of professional audio-visual equipment (ie not

mainstream domestic or consumer products), operating in the UK and Ireland, across the

Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region and Asia Pacific. It has recently entered

the US market (via a 2020 acquisition). Products it handles  include lighting and sound

devices, digital signage, video conferencing systems, interactive whiteboards, recording

equipment, projector systems, cables, mountings and other ancillary equipment. The UK

is the group’s largest single market (c30 per cent of revenues), EMEA is the largest region

(c36 per cent)  and the US arm will contribute less than 10 per cent in its rationalised

form.

Midwich is a distributor rather than a manufacturer, acting as a cost-effective route to

broader markets for equipment makers and also handling local distribution, stock holding

and purchasers’ credit on behalf of these parties. Typical of a distribution business, net

margins are relatively low, running out in 2021 at 2.4 per cent on a statutory or 3.9 per

cent on an ‘adjusted’ or ‘alternative reporting’ basis (see later). Also typical for a

distributor, there is a high ‘gross to net’ margin gap, with gross returns running at around

15-16 per cent.
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Definitions: distributors sit in the product supply chain directly below the manufacturer,

taking the bulk of output (there will be some direct-to-customer deliveries for very large

customers, such as Amazon). Wholesalers then purchase from the distributor and

retailers purchase from the wholesaler.

Midwich is a value-added distribution business, meaning that it builds product sets or

total solutions for its customers specific to their needs. This is distinct from the most

basic form of distribution, known as fulfilment, where the distributor simply holds and

delivers stock on behalf of manufacturers. This would be more like a builders’ merchant

(where customers simply order products from stock) and is a low-margin, low-quality

business. Midwich’s net margins are still relatively low, but there is a premium for the

service element within its offering.

The largest end market is education, followed by the broad definition of ‘corporate’ and a

longish tail of smaller industries and sectors as shown below.

End user sector of Midwich products

Source: Midwich

Positive market drivers

The global market for professional AV equipment is growing at a rate comfortably ahead

of global GDP (say 2 to 2.5 per cent) with the latest industry forecasts recently pushed up

from 6 to 7 per cent. There are a number of factors here:
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Catch-up - a lot of investment decisions across all sectors were deferred in 2020 and

2021 due to Covid-19 and spending is now flowing through.

Changes in practice - before 2020, most offices wouldhave had only 1 or 2 meeting

rooms equipped with audio-visual and unified telecoms equipment for linking remote

locations. Today, it is more likely that most, if not all, meeting rooms will be equipped with

communications equipment. This applies to existing offices, refurbishments and

new-build, and is a key factor pushing up the expected rate of industry growth.  Education

establishments are also moving from a connected few to most spaces being connected.

Technology evolution - there are many positive dynamics in the AV world as the pace of

technological advancements and innovation are taking place at an accelerating rate. Many

of the systems sold today (in video more than in audio or lighting) have rates of

obsolescence as short as two to three  years: the likes of displays have rapidly evolved in

terms of size (60 to 70 inch screens are now more typical than 40-50 inch), HD (720p

standard) has been replaced by full HD (1080p), which is being edged out by 4K and 8K is

beginning to transition across from the digital cinema market to commercial use. This will,

in time, be eclipsed by 16K (15360 × 8640 pixels) and so ad infinitum.

Virtual reality (VR) is being  increasingly used in applications such as interior design,

architecture or property sales/lettings, replacing paper renditions or 2D laptops or

screens. VR is also pivotal to the metaverse, although it remains unclear what (if any) role

that will play in the professional and commercial markets. Augmented reality (AR) is

growing rapidly in retail, allowing customers to ‘try on’ items in the virtual realm. Display

panels are replacing fixed media in the likes of fast food outlets (dynamic and time-of-day

menus), station timetables and advertising. Across many applications, display panels are

replacing projection as panel sizes grow, and increasingly customer-facing applications

are moving to touchscreen rather than a screen-and-buttons configuration.

Gaming - there is rapid growth in computer gaming as a sport, leading to development of

large numbers of so-called ‘esports’ arenas and viewing lounges, which need large format

displays for the audience/crowd to be able to watch, and the purchase of often

commercial-level display panels by home users. Initially, a phenomenon in Asia Pacific

markets, this is spreading globally.

If there is so much evolutionary and, in some cases, revolutionary rates of change, why is

industry growth sitting only at around 6-7 per cent? As with all technology items, unitary

costs fall steadily, so volume expansion needs to be high to sustain any forward

momentum.  For example, prior to Covid-19, display panels were showing low

double-digit annual price declines and, although this was arrested by the
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work-from-home (WFH) surge and chip shortages that pushed prices up temporarily, that

underlying price decline is expected to resume.

Midwich’s margin drivers

There are some important factors to consider when looking at Midwich’s margins:

Operational gearing - while there is a large gap between the group’s gross and net

operating profit (EBIT) margins, these costs are largely fixed or are able to be

recovered/passed through to customers when there is inflation. This means that any

improvements in gross margins fall substantially through to EBIT, then profit before tax

(PBT) and so through to earnings per share (EPS). As the current net margins are fairly

low, at around 4 per cent, even a moderate increase in gross margins has a large impact

on the net. If gross margins improve by as little as 50 basis points (a modest increase

when the margin is 16 per cent), gross profits rise by only around 3 per cent but the net

profit increases by around 12 per cent.

Live events - it is well-known that live entertainment events were a major victim of

lockdowns throughout 2020 and 2021 but that in 2022 there is a major bounce back.

Cancelled single events and tours are being restored, alongside new ones with dates

being proposed with renewed confidence for 2023. Live events carry the largest gross

margins in this industry, well above Midwich's blended overall 16 per cent. In 2019, live

events accounted for c10 per cent of the group’s business but in 2020 it dropped to less

than 5 per cent. This could add 30 to 50 basis points to the margins.

While a substantial swing back to live events is expected, analysts and other investors

remain reticent about factoring such a change into their forecasts. There have been too

many rapid changes in the Covid climate in the past two years, and such caution is

understandable – but as things appear today, this looks too guarded.

Supply chain rebates – a feature across all distribution market sectors is a rebating

structure where manufacturers supply at lower net prices as volumes increase. Rebates

are the preferred mechanism because manufacturers are loath to lower headline product

pricing if they can, and rebates keep pricing apparently consistent across all customer,s

which should sustain pricing in the end customer market. For higher-volume throughput,

Midwich would expect to make higher gross margins.

In 2020 and 2021, however, most suppliers did not adjust rebate trigger levels to account

for Covid, meaning that Midwich had to feed its higher input costs into sales. Passing the

higher costs through was problematic as the market had become quite fragile and more
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price-sensitive. As volumes recover, trigger levels  for higher rebates are expected to be

reached, which will lower costs and raise margins.

As with the benefit from more live events, analysts are adopting a wait-and-see approach

until at least trading patterns for the first half are clearer before factoring this into

forecasts. This information is expected in the Q2 trading update towards the end of July,

but if it comes through, the margin impact here is likely to be greater than from the

resumption of live events.

Overall, the impact of these two factors will potentially see the consensus forecasts for

2022 increase from the current approximate 32.5p of EPS to nearer 39p. For a sense of

scale, the current 2024 EPS forecast is only around 38p. If the improved market bias and

throughput volumes remain in place after 2022, it is likely that forecasts for 2023 and

2024 will also rise by at least a mid-to-high teens percentage rate.

It is important to note, however, that such an upgrade may not have a pro-rata, or indeed,

any impact on the share price. As the reasoning behind the potential upgrades is already

well-known and is soundly based, it is possible that the current stock rating of a 17.5

times price/earnings (PE) ratio for year 1 (which is relatively high against the current

forecast rates of growth of 7.5 per cent) is already factoring in or ‘discounting’ the

expected positive news. Unless the upgrades are larger than expected, there could be no

impact on the share price.

A deal-led strategy

Midwich is a steady investor in new businesses and has averaged four to five  new

business additions each year. These are typically incremental, adding £10mn-£20mn to

annual revenues (last year’s total revenue was above £850mn) but occasionally more

transformative deals are made. A recent example was the purchase of Starin, which put

boots on the ground in North America. Initially this deal added more than £100mn of

revenues, but more than a third of this was from low-margin fulfilment activity, which has

now been sold, leaving a net addition of around £75mn. At present, no similarly sized

transactions are expected.

This remains a highly fragmented industry with a large number of small, local or highly

specialised businesses available for Midwich to buy with relatively low purchase prices of

around five times earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (Ebitda).

Typically, Midwich will keep the original brand, locations and staff of the acquired

businesses but will inject better procurement terms and enable broader solutions

packages for the acquired customer base. This means that, while of moderate scale at the

revenue level, these acquisitions are able to make a more meaningful impact on EPS.
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A heavy adjuster of profits

When looking at a company’s profit and loss statement, it is always worth checking for

substantial adjustments to the statutory reporting results, which are sometimes referred

to as ‘alternative presentation’ of the results. Typically, companies will choose to back out

the likes of goodwill amortisation, ongoing provisions for rationalisation or repositioning

and salaries paid using shares rather than cash (known as share-based payments or SBP).

Often these adjustments involve items that have no cash flow implications and are only a

book movement, the exception usually being with rationalisations.

Midwich does make fairly sizable adjustments to its figures: in 2021, statutory Ebit was

£21.0mn, profit before tax £18.9mn and EPS 14.1p, but the adjusted numbers were

£34mn, £31.9mn and 25.6p, respectively. In 2020, adjustments moved a £1mn statutory

pre-tax loss to a £14mn profit. Adjustment can be a somewhat contentious area,

especially where the differences are very pronounced, as they are here.

The adjustments come in three parts: acquisition costs, SBPs and goodwill write-offs. The

treatment of all three could be argued against as they relate to core ways in which the

business grows: by acquiring businesses that are fairly asset-light. Incurring these costs is

not abnormal or exceptional and will be ongoing as they are central to the way in which

this business operates. SBPs in particular cannot be assured going forwards if owners of

acquired business and/or existing staff want cash remuneration rather than shares. SBPs

were equal to one-sixth of the adjusted profit before tax in 2021.

Conclusions

Midwich’s markets have strong dynamics and drivers but shortening technology cycles

and high volumes collide with the constant erosion in selling prices – but industry

expansion is, nonetheless, running at close to three times global GDP growth. Midwich

has strong net profit growth potential from favourable end market shifts, largely thanks

to its high operational gearing. Upgrade potential looks more like a certainty (if there is

such a thing any more in the Covid era) than a hope, with the only reason forecasts are

not already higher because analysts and management are playing wait-and-see. On top of

strong markets, Midwich is able to add value through acquisitions in a fragmented market

and, with a reasonably strong balance sheet, this can easily continue.

However, perhaps too much of that scope for upgrades is flowing through from recovery

rather than more substantial and sustainable core growth. The restoration of the live

events business is recovery or rebound and so is the restoration of volume rebates from

manufacturers.
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There is also the potential threat of retrenchment or deferral by end users. Technology

fatigue is a risk and do users notice much of a difference moving from say 4K displays to

something higher? If inflationary wage issues begin to bite businesses harder, budgets

risk being allocated more to human rather than technology resources – businesses can

easily learn to make do with technology for one or two years more if money is tight.

Energy use is also an issue that could act as a drag on new investment. It is reckoned that

a 4K display, for example, uses 30 per cent more electricity than a 1080p HD panel and a

fixed, printed display in a burger joint uses no electricity at all. This could, of course, work

out as a positive if technology manufacturers begin to focus new products on energy

density rather than pixel density, but that is more evolution than revolution.

Another issue to consider here is the size of the investment held by chief executive

Stephen Fenby, which stands at around 20 per cent, a position that has been reducing in

recent years (17mn shares now owned versus 22.2mn in 2017). This can create an

overhang risk, with markets always concerned that uncomfortably large lines of stock can

be presented to the market should this owner look to reduce or sell out. This also reduces

the ‘free float’ of the stock, which will tend to make the share price more volatile.

The main risk here for investors has to be that any upgrades have already been

telegraphed by management and by analysts such that the impact of any upgrade cycle is

already in the price, meaning that risk potentially swings to the downside if, when the

upgrades come in the summer, they slightly undershoot and the wait-and-see period runs

on for longer.

Continued below
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AstraZeneca - caring for the orphans

Source: FactSet

I last wrote about AstraZeneca (AZN) back in November in the ‘Analyst’ column in

Investors’ Chronicle, when we called it the ‘comeback kid’, reflecting how the business

had dragged itself onto a far better track than it was on in the mid 2010s. It was then

facing a patent expiry cliff edge, had rejected what at the time looked to be a very

generous offer from Pfizer, had high debt, an expensive dividend and a drug portfolio

focused on the lower-growth segments of heart disease and respiratory conditions.

Today, AstraZeneca is looking far healthier and, as we speculated back in November,

might even still be undervalued. The shares have done well in the past six months, with

the price ahead by around 20 per cent and a total return of 22 per cent thanks to an

improved dividend declared in February.

Oncology

Over the past five to seven years, AZN has made a successful switch from a cardio and

respiratory drugs bias, which while still growing are fighting against declining case

numbers per head of population but are buoyed by the rapid expansion and ageing of the

total population. Also lifestyle changes are capable of affecting the numbers of patients in

both disease groups. Neither of these factors is true for cancer, however, with the still

largely random instance of the disease expanding with population growth and, in

particular, longer life expectancies. Whereas prescription drugs more broadly are
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growing at around 5 per cent a year, oncology drugs are growing at around 12-15 per

cent.

Being strongly established in the oncology field has a key advantage in the growing trend

of extending drugs intended for one type of cancer across to another – a good example

being chemotherapy drug Enhertu. This was originally approved for the treatment of

breast cancer, but in use was shown also to be effective against lung cancer. As the drug

has already passed the onerous trial phase for one disease, it is generally a much quicker

and cheaper process to see it approved for other cancers. This process, known as

‘pipeline in a pill’, enables pharma companies to broaden the base for prescription and

also to effectively lengthen the patent protection period before generic drugs can be

prescribed for the alternative cancers. A significant number of instances in the group’s

trial pipeline relate to finding alternative uses for Enhertu.

While it might sound grim, oncology is a good place for a pharmaceutical business to find

itself with a strong market position. The group’s quality of earnings has been increased

substantially by its greater move into this field.

Alexion and the ‘orphan’ drug market

In 2020, AZN made its largest ever acquisition, buying US-listed Alexion for some $39bn.

Alexion is a specialist in what is known as the ‘orphan’ or rare diseases sub-sector, where

drugs are developed for patient pool sizes that might only run into a few thousand as

opposed to, say, breast cancer, which alone has c2.3mn cases a year.

As we wrote back in November, there are many advantages to operating primarily in the

rare or orphan disease sector: faster growth, lower approval milestones, extra tax breaks

on R&D, longer patent protections and often very high pricing (some therapies costing

$500,000 per year per patient). The general pharmaceutical market is growing at around

4 per cent, while rare disease therapies are closer to 7 per cent, but the market remains

fairly small at around 13-15 per cent of global drug spending.

A key reason for buying Alexion was AZN’s belief that it could break into the orphan

drugs market in China. While Alexion operates in more than 50 nations, it has always had

a heavy bias towards the US and is not well exposed to the fastest-growing market of

China, which remains small relative to the population. The US accounts for around 4.5 per

cent of the world's population but 40 per cent of global spending on drugs. China, by

contrast, is 17.5 per cent of the global population but only 11 per cent of the global

pharma industry. Spending on orphan diseases is even less well developed in China,

making for a significant growth opportunity.
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Margins are a major attraction here, too, with Alexion able to achieve 50-60 per cent Ebit

returns for many of its drugs: even the best of the group’s oncology drugs are likely to

achieve only 30 per cent even at peak sales, with mid-20s across their lifecycle. Alexion

also has high cash conversion, enabling AZN to achieve its key financial goal (see later).

New drug pipeline

The state of the forward drug pipeline has historically been a major drag on the AZN

share price, but today, while there is still strong R&D, there are few new blockbusters

working their way through the trial process; the focus instead appears largely to be on

broadening the scope of existing drugs or altering delivery mechanisms from often

onerous daily doses to longer-term (say monthly) injectables. While that might appear to

stifle growth potential, it also lowers the risk of upset. For example, in 2017, a trial failure

for Infimzi caused the share price to drop 15 per cent in an instant. Here AZN shot itself

in the foot somewhat as it had used the promise of riches from this drug to persuade

investors to reject a very generous Pfizer bid only months earlier.

There are still 183 drugs in the pipeline overall but a significant number are adaptations

of existing major products such as Infimzi, Tagrisso, Lynparza (together these three drugs

account for 23 per cent of group revenues) or Enhertu (small but growing fast:  over 900

per cent in 2021). This is quite defensive as it prolongs the patent protection for these

major revenue sources.

Cash and capital allocation

In addition to its problems in the 2010s with pipeline and patent expiries, AZN also

struggled financially. Debt was high (so much so that it materially damaged the credit

rating), peaking last year at 3.6 times Ebitda after a sizeable part of the Alexion purchase

was satisfied in cash. There was also an expensive dividend that was uncovered by

reported EPS from 2016 to 2021. These factors impinged on R&D spending and smaller

acquisitions but overall, profits and cash flows (largely thanks to Alexion) are allowing the

board more scope to achieve its four key financial objectives.

1. Paying down debt - debt is forecast to more than halve between 2021 and 2025

with debt-to-Ebitda falling to only around 0.5 times by the end of this period. AZN

has seen its credit rating drop into the lower reaches of investment-grade, with

S&P grading its debt at BBB+: this is only S&P’s 8th highest and officially rates the

business as being ‘speculative’ and at higher risk, although still a long way from risk

of default. As benchmark interest rates rise, having a relatively near-term debt

expiry profile means that debt funding costs could have risen steeply.
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2. Leave potential for acquisitions - this is now becoming more viable, but

opportunities are likely to remain rare. Big pharma businesses have traditionally

purchased promising biotechnology businesses at a relatively early stage to drive

their pipelines, but today this is harder. Increasingly, early-stage businesses are

today funded by private equity, which leaves them able to resist selling out until

much later, if at all, and selling themselves on much higher prices.

3. Fund growing R&D - the above means that big pharma companies must rely more

on, and be able to fund larger R&D budgets internally. Going forwards, there is

much more headroom at AZN to allow this. R&D is forecast to rise from $8bn to

almost $11bn a year in the next three years.

4. Dividends - there was a pledge in FY2021 results in early February to begin

increasing the dividend now that cover is again healthy (1.33 times in 2021) with

the consensus suggesting a rise from 287¢ last year to 342¢ per share by 2025.

Cover by 2025 could be as high as 2.5 times.

Scope for upgrades

The last results (for Q1 of FY2022) from AZN were only published three weeks ago and

with robust guidance for its trading outlook: revenue to increase by a high teens

percentage and core EPS by a mid-to-high 20s percentage.  However, this guidance was

unchanged from the previous outlook given in February at the FY2021 full-year figures.

Given that there are few significant pipeline developments of late-stage trials expected, it

feels unlikely that guidance is set to change in the near term: the next update will be the

Q2/H1 closing statement likely in mid-to-late July.

Forecast momentum has generally been positive recently, but the trend over the past two

to three years has been relatively flat, as shown in the line chart below. In recent months,

more analysts have been increasing their forecasts than lowering them and the trend is

more positive for 2024 than for 2023. Looking at the trends in the chart, however, the

recent pick-up in forecasts looks more like a restoration of faith than a core, underlying

upgrade, with the average EPS estimate for all years only as high as they were in Q4 of

2021. It is notable, however, that in the period in which forecasts were generally being

trimmed (Q1 and Q2 of this year), the share price continued to push upwards. Such an

effective rerating is a positive development.

So, the outlook on forecasts here feels more stable than likely to exhibit any positive

momentum at least for the next quarter, and probably longer. That said, the rates of

forecast growth are good, with 38 per cent for EPS this year (although a lot of that is

rebounding from Covid, which includes the drag of working on vaccines with no profit

which is not expected to continue) and then around 17 per cent for 2023 and 2024.
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AZN is, in common with other big pharma businesses, a heavy adjuster of its profits with

the share price driven by ‘core’ rather than reported EPS. The gap between the statutory

and adjusted figures is vast, with the 2021 statutory figure running out at just 8¢ per

share while the ‘core’ or adjusted was 529¢.

There is the usual backing out of amortised goodwill plus AZN wrote off more costs

related to the Alexion purchase and a little over $1bn for restructuring. The last one is

more debatable as to its exclusion as, again in common with other big pharma stocks, such

charges are typically not exceptional in nature but near-perpetual and, thus, could/should

be viewed as a normal cost. That said, the very consistency of such charges for all

businesses in this sector does mean that at least any alternative presentation of profits is

consistent and comparable across the sector, has been going on for many years and is

well bound up in the way the sector is rated.

AstraZeneca forecast evolution in the last three years

Source: FactSet

Conclusions

Back in November when I last wrote on this stock, the shares did look undervalued and

still looked to be carrying both legacy concerns from almost a decade before and

nervousness about whether the purchase of Alexion was a positive step. The shares have

picked up by more than 20 per cent since then as more investors appear to be persuaded

by the merits of Alexion. Also investors have seen UK rival GSK struggle to convince that
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the separation of its pharma and consumer businesses is going to create value and

leading European rival Roche has been felled by a number of trial issues, especially the

very recent phase 3 failure of its cancer drug TIGIT. AZN has managed to stay out of

trouble and has been able to sustain very solid EPS growth expectations.

Even after rallying, the shares are not looking expensive. The PE is 19 times for the

current year, but drops to 16.4 times, then 13.9 times and finally 12.3 times by 2025

(although far out valuations are less generally reliable but pharma stocks do have long

visibility). For growth approaching 20 per cent that looks as if there is still some, although

moderate, scope for improvement in the share price, with our reservation being that the

stock is already on a 10 per cent premium to its sector.

The average target price in the analysts’ consensus is around 11,700p (price 10,320p at

the time of writing) and of the 17 forecasts in the consensus all but two are positive: the

other two are neutral rather than negative.

There has also been a shift in the income landscape, with GSK cutting its dividend and

ending the long-term income attraction (it has effectively been a bond proxy for many

years) and its high yield premium over AZN (previously 200-250 bps but now only 90)

means that any investors looking for both growth and yield in this sector might begin to

focus on AZN despite its yield being only 2 per cent.

Overall, the situation here still looks positive and the rating undemanding against the

prospects. Anyone buying today has a solid chance of seeing a double-digit total annual

return across the next couple of years even if there is nothing to bump up the forecasts in

the nearer term.
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